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Comic Book Analysis Charts:  
Duplicate the Chart for as many Comic Books that you read!  

Name of Comic Book: Batman the killing joke
Author: Alan Moore 

Protagonist(s): (Main character / 
Hero) 

Batman

Antagonist(s): (Main character(s) 
working against our protagonist) 

Joker

Gutter Styles: (colour, 
organization, size) 

Very distinct white gutters, thick and usually in a square or rectangle shape.

Mood: (what is the feeling or 
vibe  of this comic? What 
emotions does it evoke? 
Excitement, fear, love, joy etc.) 

Fearful, excited, frustrated, sympathetic, 

Slow Scene: (describe the scene. 
How do you know time has 
slowed down?) 

When they go back in time they show the scenes in black and white. Another example is when they just 
show doors which is where one particular character is, and new doors on each panel showing he’s moving. 
Pg 38 and 39

Action Scene: (describe the 
scene. How do you know time 
has sped up?) 

You see them from different angles in a moving position with motion line behind them. Sometimes you just 
see a bit of the character implying that they’re moving fast.

Connection: (How can you 
connect this story / art / 
protagonist to something 
personal to you?) 

This comic book is like some other books I read. It contains action and mystery, there is always a good side 
and a bad side. I like these book because it keeps you wanting to read more and and know the end of the 
book, you never know what’s going to happen next.
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Duplicate the Chart for as many Comic Books that you read!  

Name of Comic Book: DC The New Frontier
Author: Darwyn Cooke 

Protagonist(s): (Main character / 
Hero) 

Hal, superman, flash, wonder women.

Antagonist(s): (Main character(s) 
working against our protagonist) 

Captain cold. Other criminals of the

Gutter Styles: (colour, 
organization, size) 

The most common style for each page is to have three panels with thick white gutter surrounding them.

Mood: (what is the feeling or 
vibe  of this comic? What 
emotions does it evoke? 
Excitement, fear, love, joy etc.) 

Excitement, optimistic, stressed, hopeless, grateful.

Slow Scene: (describe the scene. 
How do you know time has 
slowed down?) 

The picture in the panels are roughly the same showing little difference even in an action scene showing 
that its moving in slow motion and that a character outside the panel is moving faster.

Action Scene: (describe the 
scene. How do you know time 
has sped up?) 

Sometimes there will be more boxes. So where there would normally be one long panel it would be split 
up into 3 or 4 panels.

Connection: (How can you 
connect this story / art / 
protagonist to something 
personal to you?) 

Just like Hal I’ve always wanted to fly among the stars. Pg.137. The stars are something I’ve liked science i 
was young. I love star gazing and so to actually be able to fly up among the stars would be absolutely 
amazing!
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